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Fundamental limits upon the measurement of state vectors
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(Received 20 May 1994)

Using the Shannon information theory and the Bayesian methodology for inverting quantum

data [K.R.W. Jones, Ann. Phys. (N.Y.) 207, 140 (1991)]we prove a fundamental bound upon the

measurability of 6nite-dimensional quantum states. To do so we imagine a thought experiment for

the quantum communication of a pure state vP, known to one experimenter, to his colleague via the

transmission of N identical copies of it in the limit of zero temperature. Initial information available

to the second experimenter is merely that of the allowed manifold of superpositions upon which the

chosen @ may lie. Her efForts to determine it, in an optimal way, subject to the fundamental

constraints imposed by quantum noise, de6ne a statistical uncertainty principle. This limits the

accuracy with which Q can be measured according to the number N of transmitted copies. The

general result is illustrated in the physically realizable case of polarized photons.

PACS number(s): 03.65.Bz

I. QUANTUM UNCERTAINTY

In this paper we examine the intrinsic limits to the
measurement of quantum states that are imposed by
quantum uncertainty. To appreciate the open nature of
this question, we must first examine the Heisenberg un-

certainty principle [1,2]

((&&)')((&&)') & 41([»&])I'+41([»&l')I' (1)

where [A, B]+ denotes the anticommutator. The inequal-

ity fixes a fundamental limit upon the joint dispersion of
noncommuting operators, as a consequence of the geom-

etry of Hilbert space via the Schwarz inequality [3]. It
bounds the joint dispersions in (A) and (8), but it places
no restriction upon the measurement of g itself. Obvi-

ously, if that were precisely known then (1) is satisfied
automatically [4].

The reason for this situation is that dispersion quanti-

fies the statistical error for a single measurement. If we

were given many identically prepared copies of a quantum
state then we might (1) repeat measurements to improve
the error in the mean; and (2) perform alternate mea-

surements to obtain data for incompatible quantities. In

practice, this is how methods like optical homodyne to-

mography (OHT) [5] can overcome the apparently insur-

mountable obstruction of quantum noise to the precise
determination of @.

If we are to identify those restrictions which apply to
the new class of experiments then we must seek the com-

panion limit to (1). With one copy of a state the mea-

surement should be poor, with many the statistics are
improved. Our task must be to describe the accumula-
tion and reduction of these data to account for the un-

Electronic address: joneskkelvin. physics. uq. oz.au.

certainty in g. Evidently, whatever answer we give is

contingent upon three elements of choice: (1) the pos-

sible states; (2) the ensemble size ¹ and (3) the kind

of measurements we perform. Unlike the standard al-

gebraic method of analysis [6—ll], the challenge faced

is to account for the quantum Quctuations, using a sta-

tistical theory [12] (an approach pioneered especially by
Helstrom [13], Holevo [14], Wootters [15,16], and Woot-

ters and Fields [17]). The object is to base all analysis

upon the intrinsic, unavoidable, and classifiable nature of
quantum noise, by exploiting the known, and constrained

rule [18] for computing quantum probabilities [19].
Here we employ the Bayesian formalism of quantum in-

ference [19—21], which unifies the methods of communica-

tion theory [22] with quantum measurement [23,24]. This

approach treats the limits on state measurement within

the paradigm of Shannon's analysis of physical commu-

nication channels, just as in the early quantum commu-

nication theory studies of Helstrom [13] and Holevo [14].
However, the question posed here lies closer to physics

than engineering. It parallels those considered by 3aynes

[25], Wootters [15], Jones [19—21], Braunstein and Caves

[26], Peres and Wootters [27], Garrett [28], Dukes and

Larson [29,30], and Larson [31]. These authors have all

applied Bayesian methodology [32—35] to the analysis of

quantum noise, and the information gained &om quan-

tum measurements.

The limit derived here is expressed as a channel capac-

ity [36] for the transmission of information by W identical

copies of a quantum state Q. The use of this engineering

measure is easily motivated by viewing quantum state

determination &om the standpoint of an experimenter

equipped with a universal preparing device. His task is

to communicate an arbitrary choice of @ to a colleague

equipped with a universal analyzing device which must

measure the state starting from conditions of complete

ignorance.
The first experimenter is thus using quantized informa-

tion carriers to communicate the setting of his preparing

1050-2947/94/50(5)/3682{18)/$06. 00 50 QC 1994 The American Physical Society
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device, which is a g. Unlike in the more usual classi-

cal problem, wherein in the limits upon the measure-

ment of a microstate vanish in the limit of zero temper-
ature, the quantum statistics remain constrained by the

geometry of the physical Hilbert space of pure states.
This distinguishing aspect of quantum measurement sets
a fundamental geometrically defined limit analogous to
the Heisenberg relation. Its expression is a bound upon
the maximum information obtainable &om N quantum
measurements.

In outline: in Sec. II we formulate the general problem
to be solved, and the basic tools required; in Sec. III we

review the Bayesian theory of optimal measurement; in

Sec. IV we prove a theorem, previously a conjecture, that
is the fundamental limit, and our key result; in Sec. V we

compute the upper limit imposed by quantum noise on

various illustrative Hilbert spaces; and, finally, in Sec. VI
we illustrate the limits for the simplest case of a two-level

system.

II. GENERAL STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

To formulate fundamental limits we must account for

the complete generality offered by the quantum formal-

ism, while acknowledging the limitations of experimental

practice.
The general perspective aids formulation of a tractable

mathematical problem. Once we imagine the ideal situa-

tion we will discover that the quantum theory imposes a
well-defined and universal fundamental limit. Its origins

are geometrical, just as with the Heisenberg uncertainty

principle. However, in pursuing a general limit one must

ignore the practical obstructions to its realization. This

aspect of the problem forces us to separate discussion

of the finite-dimensional Hilbert space &om its infinite-

dimensional cousin.
The reason for this division is that the level of general-

ity assumed here is certainly not attainable for infinite-

dimensional systems. Analysis of this case must account
for experimental limitations, which are closely tied to the

physical system studied.
For example, the recent work in optical homodyne to-

mography [5] proves the practical measurability of states
for infinite-dimensional systems. However, it is a rare
workable scheme among many imaginable possibilities,
where most are impracticable. A general bound is un-

likely to be useful, and it seems best to devote a special
treatment to this method. This is not true of the finite-

dimensional case, where there are a variety of realizable

examples of complete state preparability and analysis.

Among them we mention the case of polarized light, and
the numerous studies upon multipole spin measurements

[7—9]. Thus the present limit is sought with the aim of
emphasizing what may be expected in the best case sce-
nario of finite-state quantized information carriers. The
enterprise is made worthwhile since, as we will see, the
ideal performance is approachable, in practice.

Further, in order to emphasize the key role played

by the Hilbert space dimension we will study only the
zero-temperature limit of pure preparations. In this way,

quantum noise effects are isolated &om the thermody-

namic Buctuations. Since the latter must always degrade

performance, and since they form the only classical con-

straint upon measurement, we feel it is best to separate

the one &om the other [37].
Within the general scheme of an arbitrary finite-

dimensional system, we illustrate the nature of physical

restrictions upon state preparability and analysis via a
simple model based upon symmetry considerations [38].
The object is to show how the general constraints are

set by the dimensionality of the Hilbert space, but that

these may be degraded due to an incompletely accessible

manifold of superpositions.
For example, in the physical realization of state-

preparation or analysis schemes there are oftentimes cer-

tain standard, or easy options. For instance, the vac-

cuum, a ground state, linearly polarized light, or a co-

herent state are readily preparable. Similarly, pass filters

such as a linear polarizer or Stern-Gerlach device are easy

to implement [39].
In attempting to widen the options one might, and

often does, exploit the &eedom to impose a dynamical

transformation U to the ingoing or outgoing state g.
Then the quantum mechanical statistical correlation

p(lilac) = l&&i14&l'

describing complete measurement in the realizable eigen-

basis (lgi))" „becomes

which amounts to using the oppositely transformed

eigenbasis (Ut I/i))" i to measure @.
This links the constraint of realizable measurement

schemes to the subject of realizable physical symmetries.

To illustrate the general idea, and to explore methods

for analysis, in the simplest possible general classifica-

tion, we will study the syniinetry of time-reversal invari-

ance [40] as a model test case. Apart &om its simplicity,

this choice is further motivated by its obvious connection

with random matrix theory [41—45] (which is based upon

time-reversal symmetries). The methods developed for

computations in state inference are also useful in stud-

ies of the eigenvector statistics in quantum chaos [46—48].
The example is both illuminating and relevant to other

topical studies.

A. The state determination gedanken experiment

Consider two experimenters, Norman and Noeline,

who are skilled in the preparation of states g and the

conduct of arbitrary quantum measurements upon these,
see Fig. 1. Since we deal with the zero-temperature limit

we will assume g is pure.
Norman inhabits one cool chamber where he has con-

structed a universal preparing device, denoted P. It has

a dial upon it, wired through an isolating enclosure, to
the instrument itself. Upon his dial he may select a g,
labeling the state of a physical information carrier, such

as a particle with internal states, drawn &om a Hilbert
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NOELlNE tationF Her analyzer expresses its results with respect to
some reference basis of complete states (IP~)}" i. How-

ever, in general she can do no more than assume the

superposition

I&) = I@')(+~I&)

FIG. 1. Norman sets his preparing device 7 to generate N
identical copies of the state @. It could be the state vector for

the internal degrees of freedom of some transmissable parti-

cle, such as a photon with two polarization states. Noeline,

in receipt of minimal prior information about the kind of par-

ticle, and timing information T, must infer the selected @ on

the basis of X classical data items 4 using her analyzing de-

vice A. She does so by setting various measurements M, and

then using the known statistical rule to infer the unknown

state from her data. The state is assumed to be robustly

transmissable, so that the noise temperature is zero.

space 'R. Upon receipt of a GO clock pulse, Norman's

preparator issues X identical copies of Q through a por-

tal.
In a neighboring chamber stands Noeline, who is

equipped with a universal analyzing device, denoted A.
Her instrument is similarly isolated. It has one dial to
set a quantum measurement, and another to read its re-

sult. Noeline is in receipt of clock pulses &om Norman,

so that they may synchronize their state preparation and

analysis routine.

On receipt of GO Noeline implements N possibly dif-

ferent measurements upon the X copies of g that Nor-

man has sent her. From her X items of classical data she

must formulate an inference for the unknown Q. Norman

tells her nothing but the nature of the carrier and details

of its Hilbert space. After X transfers, Norman issues a

STOP command, and they meet to compare data, and

judge Noeline's chosen scheme.

This N-trial experiment, repeated many times, tests
the efficacy of some setting AN of Noeline's analyzer

when faced with the preparation 'P~. Since Norman tells

her nothing about the initial g, Noeline must account for

this in her choice of AN . Her aim is to fix a choice that
works best, on average, whatever PN it may please Nor-

man to dial up. Our goal is to set a performance bound

on the best that Noeline can do, based upon an analysis

of the geometrical properties of the allowable quantum

statistical rules [18].
This model formalizes a generic thought experiment

that underlies previous studies in quantum state determi-
nation [6—11,15,17,19—21,27,29,30], the distinguishability
of states [16], and limits on multiple measurement pa-
rameter estimation [13,49,50].

with the d unknown complex quantities g~ = (P~ lg), that

are normalized to unity. Removing the leading phase

freedom and imposing normalization, Noeline must spec-

ify 2(d —1) real numbers with infinite precision to pin

down Q.
However, in order to illustrate the importance of sym-

metry restrictions, we will suppose that Norman and

Noeline might be restricted to construct their states and

measurements out of unitary transformations U, acting

upon standards. In view of our remarks, on the equiva-

lence of state and basis changes, we need only consider

these as applied to Norman.

Fix, therefore, a standard state Qo, and suppose that,

Norman constructs all of his y via the rule lg) = UI)~o),

for U a unitary operator drawn from some subgroup g of

the full group U(d), see Fig. 2. As is well known in the

theory of generalized coherent states [51], this manifold

is isomorphic to a coset space of the group g [52].
In this 6nite-dimensional example there exits a sub-

group K, the maximal isotropy subgroup, de6ned as the

largest subgroup of g that leaves go invariant:

&~lgo) = lgo),

for all U F K. The resulting manifold of accessible states

Q is then isomorphic to the coset g/K. In the case

g =U(d), the maximal isotropy subgroup is K =U(d —1),
and so the accessible manifold is

M = U(1) 43 PC" ' = U(d)/U(d —1),

the complex projective space of all rays, with a phase

factor adjoined, which is just the full Hilbert space of

normalizable states (our computations will average out

A

B. Description of the allowed states

Noeline knows the dimension d, and that the state g is

pure, but she has no initial information about its orien-

FIG. 2. Schematic cutaway diagram of Norman's universal

preparing device (a); and Noeline's universal analyzing device

(b). In both cases unitary mappings are applied to a standard

state @0, or a standard measurement (P~} i. The choice of

U and V is assumed open to control.
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the phase).

More generally, a restriction upon the Hamiltonians II
must limit the accessible states. For instance, suppose
that U is generated by integrating

ih —
lg) = Hlg),

and ij = k etc. , as per the Pauli matrix algebra.

If we fix d, and choose v = 1, 2, or 4, to select R~, C",
and H", respectively, then one obtains a simple example

of the restrictions imposed by a dynamical symmetry. In

this comparison, one must consider H" to be a special

case of C2".

T2 =+1: g = O(d),

T = —1: g = USp(2d);

(3)

(4)

or simply U(d), if T does not exist. Here O(d) g U(d) is

the orthogonal group, and USp(2d) C U(2d) is the uni-

tary symplectic group, which may be viewed as a com-

plex representation of the d-dimensional unitary group

on quaternionic numbers [54].
The resulting coset spaces are classified as (see the dis-

cussion of Gilmore [55])

O(d)/O(d —1) = (+1)8 PR"-',

U(d)/U(d —1) = U(1) 8 PC"

USp(2d)/U(2(d —1)) = USp(2) 3 PH

(5)

(6)

(7)

which are, up to the relevant "phase factors, " the projec-
tive spaces corresponding to Hilbert spaces of dimension

d over the real numbers R, the complex numbers C, or

the quaternions H.
Condensing these formal considerations to a simple

statement, we are, when confined by time-reversal sym-

metry, restricted to the Hilbert spaces

F"=R"C" or

for which a general element may be written in the form

so that a class of H acting over a finite time is the basis

for Norman's universal preparator.
As an elementary and easily classifiable example of a

physical symxnetry that limits the chosen H, and thus U,
we study time-reversal invariance.

The time-reversal operator T, if it exists, is defined [40]
as that which connects forward and backward evolving

states, i.e., it must satisfy

Tl@(t)) = 14(-t))

Physical constraints dictate that T2 = +1, or that it is

absent entirely.

To such a symmetry there corresponds the constraint

[H, T] = 0. Further, as familiar in the Kramers degener-

acy [53], and at the root of random matrix theory [42—45],
there lies the simple classification (Dyson called it the

threefold way [41]):

C. Description of the allowed measurements

p(A~I~) = T [A~~].

Such generalized measurements are now commonly im-

plemented in quantum optics using heterodyne and ho-

modyne detection schemes [57].
Now we may describe Noeline's N-trial apparatus as

the tensor product of N POM's ApQM„

+N = +POMg ' ' +POM~ ~ (10)

describing the setting of her measuring instrument and

the data as the tensor product

of N Positive Hermitian oPerators Ay C ApoM„. Sum-

mation over the data 4~ will involve use of the N closure

relations: P& Ag = 1, one for each separate POM.

D. Description of the prior knowledge

The formulation of quantum limits, without need of

thermodynamic considerations, would be impossible were

it not for the fact that quantum statistical rules are gener-

ically inner products. The necessary restriction follows

&om Gleason's theorem [18], as developed in the theory

of probability operator measures (POM's) due to Davies

and Lewis [23], and applied by Helstrom [13] and Holevo

[14] in the quantum decision and estimation theory.

One associates to the classical readings upon a physical

measuring device a collection of M positive operators A~,
M

which are subject to the closure constraint P& i A~
——1,

but which need not be an orthonormal set of projectors.

They may well be an overcomplete resolution of the iden-

tity such as in the theory of coherent states [56].
The important element, for our discussion, is that these

give a mathematical handle upon the most general pos-

sible quantum measurement scheme. The probability of

observing the classical datum which corresponds to the

POM element AA, given the state j is

]0) =) ) ]j)*,i,e~,
j=1@=1

(8)

i =j =k =ijk= —1,

where the x~p are vd real numbers normalized to unity;
the kets

lj) are orthonormal; and the basis vectors ei, are

present to cater for the quaternionic case. Explicitly, we

have e1 ——1, e2 ——i, e3 ——j, and e4 ——k, where

In classical physics the basic underlying measure of
complete ignorance of a physical state is the invariant

Liouville measure in classical phase space [58]. This is de-

termined by the constraint of invariance under the canon-

ical transformations realized by Hamilton's equations. It
may be viewed as the natural invariant measure asso-

ciated with the classical syrrunetry group of symplectic

motions; and is the basis for statistical mechanics [59].
In direct analogy, we seek a measure upon the contin-
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uous manifold of states @, denoted dO+, whose defining

property is invariance under quantum canonical transfor-
mations. Since these are unitary symmetries, on the rays

g =
~vP)(i/)~, we demand that

where f is an arbitrary function, subject to convergence

of the integral, and P is an arbitrary projector of rank I

in a Hilbert space of dimension d, of type index v.

To illustrate, consider the probability density

d0+ ——dOU&&, and dO~ ——1, FW') =~(~,~) '(I(I(l&)I ),
for all U g U(d).

The existence and uniqueness of such invariant mea-

sures has been discussed previously by Jones [19]. The

theory of group invariant measures, called Haar or Hur-

witz integration [60], establishes general results in this

area. For the compact groups considered here [61], the

measure on U(d; F) is unique (up to a constant factor),
and induces a unique invariant measure upon the coset

space U(d;F)/U(d —1;F), to fix dO& [cf. the use of

group invariant measures in classical statistical mechan-

ics [59] (ergodic measure), random matrix theory [42]

(unitary invariant matrix ensembles), the theory of ge-

ometric probability [62] (the measure of geometrical fig-

ures, and their intersections), and in the lattice gauge

theory of Wilson [63] (the implementation of gauge in-

variance on a lattice via the gauge-group invariant sum

over links)]. An explicit group theoretic construction (see
Gilmore [64]) yields

dfl~ = 2-'I'(vd/2) S(1 —g(q)q)) dydee,

where dgdQ = Q. Q"„,vr
'~ dz, „, (Q~g)

i x i„and the z, q range over (
—oo, +oo). In

practice, we remove the square root using the identity

which is uniform at n = 0, and approaches a b func-

tion centered upon P as n -+ oo. The normalization is

computed from (14), and the beta function integral rep-

resentation [68]

I'(V)I'(~)

I'(v + ~)
(16)

Setting f(io) = ii)" and l = 1, we obtain

I'(vd/2) I'(v/2 + n)

I'(v/2) I'(vd/2 + n)
'

which may be checked against the usual 8-function com-

putations [45].

E. Description of the posterior knowledge

At the end of one N-trial experiment, Noeline has reg-

istered the data C~, consisting of N positive Hermitian

operators Ai„expressed with respect to the reference ba-

sis (~P~)) . , Her statistical analysis must proceed from

the quantum likelihood function, defined as

~(1 —(414)) = ~((1 —Q(414))(1+ Q(OI@))) &(c'~ = (~i

and take the expression

~W, , 0) ah~ = r( a/2) f„W, , 4)s(i —(4l4)) s4e4

(13)

f
r(~d/2)

I'(vl/2) I'(v(d —l)/2)

y{ ) (1 )
v(d —i}/2 —1

aI/2 —1d (14)

as the definition of Hilbert space integration. The Anal

normalization factor 7r" )'2/I'(vd/2) is then one-half of
the surface area of a unit radius vd/2-dimensional hy-

persphere.
Further simplifications are possible using the meth-

ods of Riemann-Liouville &actional integration, see Jones

[65,66], and Weyl fractional integration, see Davies and

Jones [67]. The result is a family of reduction formulas

that enable complicated multidimensional integrals to be

computed via a one-dimensional integral, e.g. , the result

[66]

Upon constructing this function she may compute the

probability that any chosen g underlies the observed data

4)v. Some Q are more likely than others, in the sense of

a greater value for p(4)v~g). The approach we will take

is to invert this to obtain p(Q~C'iv).

Apart from its intuitive simplicity, the benefit of this

method, when combined with information theory, is that

the non-Euclidean nature of the underlying state mani-

fold rarely intrudes upon analysis. The noncommuting

aspects of the quantum statistics are relegated to the

measure dO&. Although an explicit noncommuting sta-

tistical analysis can be done, such as with the quantum

mechanical Cramer-Rao lower bound developed by Hel-

strom [69], it is easier to choose methods that are not

tied to Euclidean assumptions [70].

III. THE aAVESIAN THEORY
OF OPTIMAL MEASUREMENT

Bayesian methods of statistical analysis are simple in

concept, but difBcult to apply in practice due to the prob-

lem of assigning prior distributions. As noted by 3ones

[19], quantum theory is special in that two outstanding

historical difhculties are catered for; namely, the prob-
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lem of prior selection, and the constraint of the statisti-
cal rule. Gleason's theorem [18] tells us the rule; while

the principle of invariant prior selection, due to Jeffreys

[71], Jaynes [72], and Hartigan [73] fixes the Laplacian
notion of complete ignorance via the demand of a uni-

tary invariant prior upon the quantum state manifold.

This idea has been applied by Jones [19] to the general

treatment of pure ensembles; and has been extended by
Larson and Dukes [30] to enable the general treatment of
impure ensembles also.

A. Quantum Bayes inversion

The theorem of Bayes asserts that [74]

which is the final Bayesian inversion of the data 4N con-

sistent with po(g).
The consistency is veri6ed by considering a subsequent

measurement. The probability of the result A, given 4~,
averaged over po(@), may be computed directly &om

P(@NWI ON a &) = f (Ol~lk)p(owll)no(4) «g,

p(C'N A) = p(Alp(@N))p(p(c'N))

= T [A)o(c'N)lp(p(c'N))

The inversion procedure (23) ensures that both results

are equal, i.e.,

p(A]B)p(B) = p(A, B) = p(B1A)p(A). (19) ~(~p(@N )In(i(@n )) = f p(ow 8 +II)po(4') «y

Mathematically, it is no more than a self-consistency con-

straint. However, in the theory of statistical inference it
can be applied to the problem of data inversion [75].

Suppose p(B]A) is the statistical correlation between

data B and the unknown A. It is a characteristic of the

experimental procedure employed. If we now specify a

prior distribution po(A), then one has the consequent

posterior distribution [75]

This property expresses a chainlike "rule of succession, "
wherein new data update the density matrix in a self-

consistent manner. It is special to the quantum sta-

tistical rule, and does not hold in the general setting of

Bayesian inference. Finally, since p($]C N ) is normalized,

and positive, the matrix j(4N) will always be a physical

density matrix.

p(B 1A)pp (A)

E p(BIA)po(A)
(20) B. The Shannon measure of mutual information

J(4 4'N) =—P(@NIL)Po(4) (21)

Here po(@) is arbitrary, although we choose po(g) = 1

in the sequel. The quantum Bayes inversion procedure is

now

P(C'N l@)PO(&)

f p(c'N 14)po(4) ~fig
(22)

yielding a normalized probability density p()I()1@N)
parametrized by the observed data 4N.

In the quantum application p(@N]$) is given by ex-

pression (18), and we choose the invariant prior po(@) = 1

to formulate, in a rigorous physical manner, the statis-

tical idea of complete ignorance. This emphasizes the
utility of quantum synunetry principles [19,30] in over-

coming the ambiguities of the Bayesian paradigm [71—76].
It also shows how an arbitrary collection of N positive
Hermitian operators defines a probability density over Q.
This, in turn, 6xes a density matrix via the average

as the basic rule of Bayesian inversion. It gives an infer-

ence for A, expressed as a probability density describing

ignorance, fixed by the observed data B. As shown by

Jones [19], these principles apply directly to quantum

mechanics as soon as we have resolved the problem of
how to integrate over the manifold of all g.

Using the results of Secs. IID and IIE, the joint dis-

tribution of quantum data and the unknown state reads
as

To formulate a criterion for optimal measurement we

employ the Shannon information theory. From this view-

point, Noeline s N-trial measuring device constitutes a
possible design for an optimal receiver that decodes the

N-state symbols issued from Norman's transmitter. Ex-

actly as in the communication theory application, the

optimality statement depends on the choice of po(Q),
showing that the "optimal" measuring device is a con-

cept defined relative to the available initial information.

Using the Shannon measure of information [22]

M

I(pi, ",pM) = ) p)» p, ,

Ip ——+ pp ln pp dO~,

~N(ON) = +fuW)ow)'~ p(Mlo~)«y

(24)

(25)

where natural logarithms set the units as nats (base 2 for

bits). Averaging over the possible data gives the expected

information gain (mutual information)

{@)@N) —) p(+N)IN(@N) Io& (26)

we denote the prior information by Io, and the poste-

rior information conditioned by the observed data 4N as

IN(4N). Explicitly, these read

i (@w)
—= f IO)(4lnW Io~) «„ (23)

interpreted as the expected "decrease in uncertainty, "
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due to the data 4N. As shown by Everett [77], this

measures the statistical dependence between "data" and
"states." A good measuring device produces a strong
"data-state" correlation.

The above quantity, called the discrete quantum chan-

nel capacity [36], measures the information that can be
sent per N-state symbol in an encoding where the possi-

ble signal alphabet comprises all possible g. In measure-

ment theory, the optimal A~ is that which maximizes

the expected information content of the data 4~. Both
quantities are measured by the mutual information (26),
showing the close connection between measurement and

communication.

C. The von Neumann measure of purity

Another useful measure of performance is given by

(23). Since density matrices comprise a convex set [91],
with the pure states as extremal points, it is clear that

p(@iv) can only be pure if p(/[AN) is concentrated upon

a single point. This would be a perfect measurement.

Introducing the von Neumann entropy [78]

(S[pj} nu ) p(@ )S[&(@ )] (30)

(& 4'~)[A~] ( max p(pic'~)»&(&l@'~) dfIg (31)

(S[j]}& min S[j(4~)].

This amounts to the simple statement that the perfor-

mance of any apparatus A~ is limited by its best possible

output. Since C ~ is simply a choice of X positive Her-

mitian operators this is a much easier problem to solve.

IV. THEOREM OF THE ULTIMATE LIMIT

where AN. denotes the choice of N POM's. Unlike with

the usual uncertainty principle, we must now And an up-

per (lower) bound that is N dependent, via the optimiza-

tloil of A~.
To make the variational problems (29) and (29) more

tractable, we convert them into the weaker bounding in-

equalities

S[p] = —Tr[jln j] (27}

as a measure of purity, with S[p] 6 [0, d], we define the

quantity

In this section we prove that the solution to the in-

equalities (31) and (32) is provided by the inferred den-

sity [cf. the computation at (15)]

(S[p(4~)]) = ) &(4~)S[&(C~)] (28)
I'(v/2)1 (vd/2 + N)

P-"-(&]& "3&)=
F(,d/2)F(„/2 N)(l(&l&)l )

as a comparative measure of performance. One is then as-

serting that the best instrument is that which minimizes

the expected entropy of the inferred density matrix.
For the quantum invariant prior the initial density ma-

trix is computable via symmetry considerations:

p(ol = jI4')(@I &&„=jIA)(@l d&p-~rid

Ut )g}(g) U d0~ ——d ' l.

where the choice of P does not matter. This is the inferred

density of maximal possible information. It represents an

ultimate limit upon performance set by the best possible

output of an N-trial instrument. The analysis proves an

earlier conjecture due to Jones [80], and extends it to a

general method of proof, in the style of earlier related

results due to Holevo [81], Davies [82], and Bendjabal-

lah and Charbit [83] on the optimal receiver problem in

quantum communication theory.

Here we have exploited the unitary invariance of the mea-

sure to show that the final result must be invariant under

all U. Application of Schur's lemma [79] shows the result

must be a multiple of the identity, fixed by demanding

a unit trace. Therefore, whereas the Shannon measure

increases from zero at N = 0 and is unbounded, the von

Neumann entropy decreases from ln d at N = 0, to vanish

in the limit N m oo.

D. The fundamental variational problem

A formal statement of the quantum limits to uncer-

tainty in states can now be given via the variational prob-

lem [80):

{@,4~) ( max) p(4~) p(i/]4~) in@(g]C~) dO~,

(29)

A. Elements of convex analysis

Consider the general N-trial inferred density

Whatever the chosen A~, even if it were an adaptive

scheme where ApQM, is determined by the previous data

q
——Aq . (3 AA. q, the posterior density has this

form. We will show that there is a maximum (minimum)

for (31) [(32)] which is attained when all Aq are equal to

some rank-one projector P.
The proof employs convex analysis [84], and thus cov-

ers a wide variety of optimality criteria [85]. First, we

note that the set C of all non-negative unit-trace Hermi-

tian matrices comprise a convex set. If A, B g C then

AA+ (1 —A)B E C, for all A p [0, 1]. Further, the ex-
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tremal points of C are the rank-one projectors, i.e., they
must satisfy P = P, as well as Tr[P] = 1. Next, we

assume a class of probability densities 17, parametrized

by the points of C, where

p(AA+ (1 —A)B) = A(A)p(A) + [1 —A(A)]p(B), (35)

with A(A) E [0, 1] for all A 6 [0, 1], and where A(1) =
1, and A(0) = 0. This technical requirement ensures

that any convex functional defined on 17 can be viewed

as a convex function defined on C. Upon the domain

17 of probability densities p, we introduce a real-valued

optimality functional E['D] such that

P[Ap + (1 —
A) q] & AP[p] + (1 —

A) E[q], (36)

B. Proof of the general result

Theorem: For an arbitrary convex (concave) functional

T defined on the space of all ¹ rial inferred densities

(33), the maximum (minimum) is attained when Ai, =
lP}(Pl for all k E [1,N], for some chosen P [arbitrary
when po(g) = 1].

Proof: It is a straightforward result dominated by the

technical issue of introducing a convex domain C)v defined

as a symmetrized N-fold tensor product of the 1-trial Ci.
Step 1: Observe that (34) is invariant under the trace

rescaling Ai, ~ A&
——A~/Tr[Ai, ], so that we may con-

sider the inferred densities to be functionals defined on

the convex domain Ci of non-negative unit-trace Hermi-

tian matrices.

Step 8: Observe that the normalization

which is called convex; or, with the opposing inequality,

concave. Using (35) we have

Z[p(AA y (1 —A)B)]

& A(A)&[p(A)l+ [I - A(A)]&[p(B)l (»)

N

p(Ai " A4) = 8'IA~I&) po(&) "fIg
k=1

is linear in each operatorial slot. For instance,

p(AA', + (1 —A)B,
' g " g A~)

(38)

P

Obviously, any operator A which can be decomposed as a
convex combination leads to an improvement by choosing

the maximum element of the right-hand side. Thus the

maximum is attained on the boundary of C, and so equals

P[p(P)], for some rank-one projector P.

= Ap(A', g g Aiv) + (1 —A)p(B,
' g . g AN),

and similarly in the other slots.

Step 5' Observe, therefore, that

p(ylAAi + (1 —A)Bi ". A4) = A(A) p(ylAi " Ak) + [I —A(A)]p(@lBi g " g A~), (39)

where A reads y [p(qlAA„+ (1 —A) e~)]

Ap (A'i g Aiv )

Ap(A', g "g A'
) + (1 —A)p(B', g " g A'

)

(40)

& A(A)&[p(gl&N)] + [1 —A(A)]&[p(WI&)v)] (43)

where from (40) we find that

A ] A

Aiv = ) A~(i) g ' ' ' g Ag()v)
P

(41)

which satisfies the requirements A p [0, 1], with A(1) = 1,
and A(0) = 0.

Step g: Form the symmetrized tensor product C)v =
Ci g Ci, with general elements

Ap(& )+(I-A)p(B )
(44)

and similarly for P concave.

Therefore the extremal values are attained for those

A)v which are rank-one projectors. In virtue of the sym-

metrization carried out at step 4, these are of the generic

form

where P(k) signifies the kth element of one of N! permu-

tations, which we sum over.

Step 5: Observe that CN is a convex domain, and that
its elements A~ are positive and of unit trace. Moreover,
the formula (33) is permutation invariant. In particular,

Ag ——Pg. gP (45)

i.e., all AA. are equal to some rank-one projector, and

the theorem is established. Obviously, the choice of P is

arbitrary when T is independent of it, which follows if

p.(C} =1
p(@l&~) =p(@IAp(l) p(N)), (42)

for an arbitrary permutation P.
Step O': Combining now step 3 and step 6 we see that

for a convex ~ one has

C. Application to the Shannon information

The function piny is pointwise convex, so its integral,

I[p(glAiv)], is a convex functional of the function p, de-
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fined on the convex domain C~. Thus (31) is maximized

by (33).
This formula is made more transparent by using the

asymptotic result [68]

D. Application to the von Neumann entropy

The function S[p] = —Tr[pln p] is concave on all

p[p(QIA~)], and we have

p[p(QIANA~ + (1 —A)8~)]

= &(&)p[p(VIA~)] + [1 —&(&)]p[p(&l~~)]

I (= +.) - z (1+ (2z) '(a —b)(a+ b —1')
I'(z+ b)

+O(z ') j
for Izl m oo, to substitute

r(N+~d/2) ~ „.„„»
I'(N + v/2)

x 1 — 2N vd —1 2

(49)

with A(A) as in (44). Thus S[p(QIA~)] is concave on C~
and (31) is minimized by (33).

V. THE INFERENTIAL UNCERTAINTY
PRINCIPLE

To obtain an information theoretic statement of the in-

ferential uncertainty principle we compute the Shannon

information, and von Neumann entropy of the distribu-

tion (33).

x)v(d+ 1)/2 —1]+O(X ')).
(50)

Dropping all those terms which vanish as X m ac we

find

N +oo ~(d-—1) v(d —1)
(y, +~}

2
lnN—

2

—ln + O(1/N).
I'(vd/2)

A. Upper bound for the Shannon information

~~-*)~) J=
x ln (l(pig)l ) dA~

1 N dA'(N)

+(N) A (N) dN

where we have used the integral generating function

(46)

&(l(@l~)I')» f(l W l~) I') dI1=

&(IH l~) I') (47)

Using the fact that 4(z) = I"(z)/I'(z), where 4(z) is the

digamma function [68], we find

I'(v/2) I'(vd/2 + N)'" -"" r(.d/2)r(. /2+N)
+N (4(v/2+ N) —4(vd/2+ N) } (48)

as the exact upper bound for information obtainable &om

N identical copies of a d-state system in a Hilbert space

of type index v = 1, 2, or 4.

From the N-dependent normalization factor

I'(vd/2) I'(v/2 i N)

I'(v/2)I'(vd/2 + N)
'

as per (15), the information of (33) can be evaluated

directly as

Although this is no longer a strict inequality, since the

approach to the asymptote is &om above, it does provide

a bound upon the possible asymptotics.

As N m oo the information diverges as one should

expect, since precise determination of a quantum state

requires an infinite precision in the specification of its

components. As shown later, (Q, C)~ }/ ln 2 estimates the

total bit-string length required to specify the v(d —1)
numbers that fix a pure state.

To compare across the three classes of system with

time-reversal invariance we introduce a(v, d) = v(d —1).
Comparing R" with C~ we compute n(1, d) = n(2, d)/2,
so that, when ln N dominates, about half of the requisite

information is missing. This is readily understood when

we recall that a superposition with no phase information

specified (i.e., real coefBcients) leaves (d —1) undeter-

mined parameters, among the total 2(d —1) required.

Comparing C2" with H" we find n(4, d) = a(2, 2d) —2.

In this case the degradation of information is far less se-

vere, as only two &eedoms remain unspecified. This fol-

lows since the generic pure-state quaternionic vector is

always an undetermined complex superposition of two

kets Il) and I2). The possible complete measurements

correspond to the eigenvectors of 2d x 2d Hermitian ma-

trices with d difFerent eigenvalues, appearing in pairs.

The above condition indicates that the relative phases

and amplitudes among the 2d basis vectors can be de-

termined except for one remaining pair, which leaves one

phase, and one relative amplitude free, hence two unspec-

ified parameters.
In all cases, the restrictions ofIered by incomplete mea-

surement and preparability reduce the information gain„

as one must expect. Further, given full preparability

and measurement, it is clear that all systems having a

common Hilbert space dimension d enjoy the same ba-
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sic limit, although their physical preparability may difFer

greatly, and thus degrade performance. To know the di-

mension d constrains the ultimate performance.
S;„(N) &T. (N)/N (62)

Comparing (51) and (61) we obtain the interesting rela-

tion

B. Lower bound for the von Neumann entropy

To compute the density matrix

showing that the von Neumann measure of purity is ap-

proximately the information gained per state in the limit

of large N [86].

i .(&) = ~ f ld)(dll(l(d'lid)l') (52) C. Universal scaling and a geometrical interpretation

A

we observe that unitary invariance of the measure dQ&

imples that the matrix p;„(N) is invariant under the

maximal isotropy group of P, so that

We can write (51) in the general form [87]

AZ(N) o. ln N + P, (63)

p;„(N) = n(N) 1 + P(N)1(t))($1, (53)

with S[p] = —(d —1)nina —(n+P) ln(n+P), where the

unknown o. and P are determined by taking two indepen-

dent traces:
1 1 fy —z)

pi(zlzz) = exp
oi 2vr

(64)

where o( and P are constants. To interpret them we

consider classical measurement with the Gaussian instru-

ment

Tr[p;„(N)] = 1 = ad + P,
T [p--(N)14)(41] =*=~+I

Here z is computable from (52) as

(54)

(55)
where o i is the standard error for a single trial. Repeated

measurement, which classical physics allows to be non-

disturbing [19], yields the N-trial rule

~ f (I (d I d) I

')""d pd

Al'(N + 1) v/2 + N

N(N) vd/2+ N '

where we have used the identity I'(z+1) = zI'(z). Solving

now (54) and (55):

1 N (y —z)
pN(*ly) = exp

cTN 27l' 2 E (ri )
(65)

where z = N g& i zq, and oN = oi/~N. Since Z' =
ln(1/o') —[ln(2m) + 1]/2, the relative gain on passing to

N trials is

(57)

Z'N —Zi ——ln
1

= —ln N.
((Ti l

ON) 2
(66)

(d(N) = d ( ) —1I,d —1 A/(N)
(58)

v/2 - N

vd/2 + N vd/2 + N

which yields the entropic bound

(59)

2+N

( v/2+N q Pvd/2+Nq

d/2+ N)1 1( /2+ N )1

Asymptotically, this reads

(S[p(4N)]) ) ln N — ln(v/2)
N~~ v(d —1) v(d —1)

v(d —1) (1 )
(61)

which vanishes as v(d —1)(ln N)/2N in the large N limit.

so that the inferred density matrix of minimum entropy
reads

Accuracy scales as y N, a result typical of the asymptotic

behavior of measurements whose correlations obey the

central limit theorem [88].
The prior information of an infinite region is infinite.

However, one may adopt the strategy of box normaliza-

tion and suppose that the measured variable is restricted

to the interval [ L/2, +L/2] Th—en we set. Zp
——ln(1/L),

and so

&T(N) = ZN —Z'p = ln(L/(rN) [ln(27r) + 1]/2. (67)

Comparing to (63) we have o; = 1/2, a scaling; and

P = ln(L/o iei~2i/2m), a volume factor which counts the

number of nonoverlapping cells of size oiei~2~2+ that

will fit into the interval [ L/2, L/2] The—a—ccurac.y
measure based upon bits or nats is thus, up to an O(1)
constant, 6xed by the desired con6dence level, the bit-

string length required to label each of the ¹ rial distin-

guishable cells (cf. Wootters and Fields [17], and Caves

[89])
Applying this to (51), the real dimension of the pure-

state manifold is v(d —1), which explains the value

n = v(d —1)/2. A mesh of cells, each of dimension

v(d —1), narrows by ~N upon a side. The intercept
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P = in[I'(v/2)/I'(vd/2)] —v(d —1)/2 counts the "number

of distinguishable cells" for an efFective one-trial instru-

ment with the given asymptotic law. This term arbi-

trates optimality. For example, if two instruments have

the same a but different P, we set AX(Wq) = AZ(N2),
and find that

(P
2 Pi

I
so that instruments with the more positive P are bet-

ter. They require fewer systems, which means their dis-

cretized outputs have more cells. The gain is simply a
constant-ratio effect; e.g. , 100 vs 105 systems, for equal

information.

Thus one can see how an informational measure of bits

gained is an arbiter of accuracy. The fineness of the mesh

imposed upon state space yields an estimate of the num-

ber of bits one needs to specify which discretized cell the

pure state lies in. The upper bound (48) obtained &om

the best possible N-trial quantum posterior distribution

(33) sets the smallest possible quantum distinguishable

cell for any instrument, and the optimal one must mimic

this output as closely as possible [90].

VI. ILLUSTRATION FOR TWO-STATE SYSTEMS

The analysis of optimal measurement for two-state sys-

tems [15,19—21,29,30] provides a simple illustration of the

basic principle at work. In this case there are numerous

options for experiment, such as spin measurement, or

observations upon a beam of perfectly polarized photons

[15]. Thus it is feasible to verify the progress toward

a precise measurement as N m oo. Here we illustrate

the fundamental bound by showing how it is approached

by an isotropic analyzer [19,20] that samples all possible

states equally.

The analysis is simplest if we employ the Poincare

sphere representation of two-state systems [91]. An arbi-

trary pure state is then written

(68)

.—.(1+a, r) ' (1—
;="i & )

A 7I~

R~ I' )

which is inverted upon dividing by the normalization

p(4~ = (nq, . . . , n j) = p((nq, . . . , n )~r) dO;, (71)

for which a general combinatorial formula is known [19].
The mutual information of such a scheme is computed

via the exact expression [19]

(r, C~) = —%/2— ) p(n„. . . , n )

(n, , . . . ,n

x ln p(n„. . . , n ) (72)

larization rotator, such as a quartz-wedge Babinet com-

pensator plate [94], a Nicol prism to separate orthogonal

polarization states, and a pair of photomultiplier detec-

tors on the twin exit ports, see Fig. 3. Single photon

detection is implemented by gating a cw laser ON and

OFF through an attenuator, to ensure, with high prob-

ability, that there is only one photon received per pulse

[95].
Using the polarization rotator an arbitrary basis

change can be made to prepare, or measure, any given

state r", along any chosen axis +a upon the Poincare

sphere. Using the timing information, signal photons can

be discriminated. Performing n trials, the data reduce to

n~ counts of +a~, and n —
n~ of —. a~ for the basis +a~.

The entire procedure, including the data reduction to

j(C ~), is amenable to automation. After completing an

N-trial run, the controlling automaton might present a

printout of the result, and an estimate of confidence to

the waiting experimenter.

Our statistical analysis of this scenario follows that of
3ones [19]. For convenience, we envision a hierarchy of

possible measurement schemes. They are characterized

by the choice of m bases +a~, used n times each, perhaps

chosen at random, by the controlling automaton, with

X =- run, The X-. trial correlation is thus

p((n, , , n ) ~r)

where the a; are the three components of a unit vector

a, and the 0, are the Pauli matrices. The transition

probability between two kets now becomes

(69) 0 o/
Orthogonal states are represented by antipodal points

ka, and the uniform integration is that over solid angle,
written dO;:—1/4~ sin 8 dgd0.

In the case of polarized light, this is the Stokes sphere

parametrization of a classical electromagnetic (e.m. )
wave [92]. In quantum mechanics, the photons are spin

1, but massless, so we have a two-state helicity 1 system

[93]. The north and south poles of the sphere may be

taken as left and right helicity eigenstates, correspond-

ing to left and right circularly polarized light. The sphere

is covered upon taking all possible superpositions.

The analysis and preparation routine demand a po-

82

FIG. 3. Schematic of a photon polarization channel used

as a testbed for studying the noise limits upon state measure-

ment (cf. Bennett et aL, Ref. [95]). Light source I issues

a beam that is polarized at P, and attenuated at A. Two

quartz-wedge Babinet compensator plates B1 and B2 imple-

ment the U and V of Fig. 2, to carry out a polarization ro-

tation at either end. The Nicol prism N performs a standard

polarization measurement, sending photons of opposite lin-

ear polarization to the photomultipliers D1 and D2, where

photon counts are accumulated.
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(notice that the optimal instrument must maximize the

entropy of its outcome probabilities). According to (48),
this is strictly bounded above by

N
(r, 42)v) ( ln(N+ 1)—

1+N
Additionally, from (60), we have

(73)

(S[)()(4'Jv)]) & ln(N+ 2) + ln
l

1 N+1 /N+ 2l
N+2 N+2, N+1)

(74)

as the strict lower bound on entropy.
To analyze the asymptotic performance it is convenient

to perform a reduction of the data 4'iv, as the complete

combinatorial expansion is rather difficult to calculate.

In the large N limit, the inference is near pure, so we

replace the counting data @iv by its maximum likelihood

estimator. This is defined as that s(42iv) where p(42ivls)
has its peak. In the Appendix we show that the large

N inferred density p(r[4iv) can be replaced by the local

Gaussian

p(rls) 2N fdet Ai(s))

x exp ——r" —s A~ s r —s
2

) (75)

which applies to the locally flat portion of the unit sphere

around a small cap centered upon s. The anisotropy
matrix Ai depends upon the chosen bases

m A A

Ai(s) =—(1/m) )
m

= (1/m) ) aki(s)aki(s).
I =x

(76)

( ) (1/ ) ) n OkJ 9:OkJ 9: ~skis:Okiy 5 (") (77)
k Lyuk Le: gk LyOkiy )l

I =1 X

It is obviously of unit trace, and must have positive eigen-

values because it is a sum of projectors. If the angle made

between the ith and jth projected directions +a;& and

+a;~ is o.;~, then we 6nd that

det Ai(s) = (1/m) ) sin2 ~, (s). (78)

Only when the distribution of projected unit vectors is

uniform will we have both eigenvalues being equal. Then
the determinant assumes the value 1/4. Otherwise it is

smaller.

Here aki (s) denotes the normalized projection of the ba-

sis kak in the tangent plane at s.
To visualize Ai, one recognizes that the aki(s) must

populate the rim of a unit disk in the tangent plane at
s. Choosing a coordinate system with z axis along s, one

forms a unit vector from the z and y components of the

ak. The resulting 2 x 2 matrix is

Thus Ai(s) quantifies the unequal standard errors in
r" along the family of great circle geodesics that radiate

from the center s. Furthermore, it depends upon s, so

that the accuracy of any given instrument depends upon

which input state r" it measures.

Optimality of an m-basis instrument is now ajudged
from the expression [19]

p(air") = (1+a r), (80)

for which Ai is one-half the identity. Thus

tt(r)e), s, - N exp
(

——(r —s)t (r —s)z) . (81)

The information gain is lnN —1, which attains the

asymptotic value of (73).
Such an idealized POM can be closely approached in

practice, using small numbers m of sample directions ar-

ranged in a symmetric array, such as that suggested by

the face directions of the regular solids [19]. For instance,

the simple choice m = 3, with axes kx, +y, and kz,
aligned on the six faces of a cube, requires only about

4% more systems than the optimal one. Passing to ten

directions aligned with the 20 faces of an icosahedron this

figure reduces to 0.37%. Using such a scheme, chosen ac-

cording to the general principle of isotropic sampling, the

ideal behavior (73) is effectively attained.

Thus it is generally expected that the upper bound

given here can be closely approached in practice, pro-

vided that one can solve the basic technological problems

of general state preparation and measurement. Recent

advances in quantum optics for the preparation [96], and

measurement [5] of arbitrary states of the radiation field

encourage further work upon the statistical limitations

that apply to infinite-dimensional systems.

VII. DISCUSSION

In assessing the role of the statistical approach to quan-

tum state determination, it is helpful to compare the

problem considered here to that which is more usual in

quantum communication theory. The central problem

there is to optimally discriminate among a set of M sig-

nal density matrices pi, l E [1,M], the so-called M—ary

detection problem [97].
The prototypical theorem for this application is that

of Holevo [98], which states that the channel capacity t

is limited by

(r, Ost) 1nN —7 + 7/2 f tn(4det At (9)) dB;. (79)

Obviously, the maximum value is attained only when

detAi(s) = 1/4, for all s. This corresponds to equal

accuracy in all directions, for all possible input states r".

Such an instrument has no prejudice, nor any preference.

For optimal performance we take an isotropic spread of
measurement directions. An ideal single-trial POM with

the same limiting statistical behavior is
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« ~[pc] —).I i~[pi], (82)
p Qa

where A is a single-trial POM, pc is the channel density

operator, defined as

M

PC' = ) Plpl,
l=1

and p~ is the prior probability for transmission of the

symbol p~. Our theorem difFers since it is designed to
handle multiple measurements upon the continuum of
possible g.

The reason for this difFerence is that in a true com-

munication system the information we wish to transmit
will ordinarily have semantic content. The engineer must

try and choose the p~, and the instrument A, along with

the p~, to maximize channel performance. The receiver is

not called upon to measure an arbitrary state. However,

in the construction of an actual physical channel, or the
verification of its specifications, one must check that the

implemented j~ are indeed the desired set. To do this

one would send each symbol j& repeatedly, to check the
channel fidelity, and to calibrate the distant receiver.

At the receiving end, whatever signal p~ was sent may

well have sufFered elements of a random, and/or system-

atic change. This may be due to a simple loss mechanism,

such as a dissipative element. In a practical device this
cannot be calculated. To characterize it, in the labora-

tory, one would send the identical test string, and mea-

sure the received state.
As a communication system, such an identical string

is poor, there is no actual message. However, the ability

to overcome the single measurement quantum noise by
sending many copies is the key to "pump priming" a true

quantum channel [21].
To best illustrate how the two problems are mutually

entwined, consider again the photon example. If Norman

and Noeline wanted to use polarization states of photons
to converse they must first ensure that their respective

polarizers are coaligned.
To check this Norman sends an identical string which

Noeline measures so that she can align her receiver prop-

erly. If they had an infinite number of test photons to
expend they could achieve perfect calibration (the clas-

sical limit of an intense light beam). Then an "up" state
would be received as "up, " and "down" as "down, " with

zero error. Using the optimal configuration of a binary
symmetric channel [36], see Fig. 4, with equiprobable

symbols, the channel capacity is one bit per photon.
However, given only N photons the perfect calibration

is impossible. While Norman may really be sending a
pure state, Noeline cannot find out its proper orientation.
So far as she is concerned, Norman is signaling with an

impure state characterized by her N-trial inferred density

matrices

N —+oo
p(s) - —(1 + (I —[4N det A~(s)] '}s a.). (84)

2

Although in our everyday theoretical calculations it is

FIG. 4. A binary symmetric channel. Transmitted sym-

bols A and B are sent with probabilities p and 1 —p, re-

spectively (a function of the chosen coding). In transit, er-

rors cause a symmetric crossover to the received symbols A'

and B', with error probability q. The channel capacity is

C =- qiog~q+ (1 —q)logs(1 —
q)

—wlog2w —(1 —w)log2(l —w),
bits per symbol (0 ( C & 1), where w = p —2pq + q (see

Ref. [36]). At p = 1/2, w = 1/2, and the channel capacity is

maximized for all q. At q = 1/2, for all p, noise obliterates

the signal and C =- 0.

customary to assume that states are "knowable" without

measurement this is not the common situation. Usually

that is the result of treating the problem with prior in-

formation. We take a system in equilibrium, in a ground

state, or generally in some purpose-prepared state. Here

it would not help simply to phone Norman, because the

two must verify channel fidelity. In this, quantum me-

chanics demands that Noeline be forever doubtful of ex-

actly what basis Norman signals.

To find the resulting channel performance we substi-

tute the matrices (84), for the optimal instrument, into
Holevo's bound (82) and get

C 1+ (1/N)log2(1/N) + (1 —1/N)logz(1 —1/N)

(»)

[for a strict upper bound on C we substitute the ex-

pression (74)]. This is the estimated number of bits per

photon that are transrnissable using an optimized binary

symmetric channel (see Fig. 4, and set p = 1/2 with the

error rate q
= 1/N), after N identical photons have been

exchanged in the priming phase.

If the two already had a primed channel, the same

N photons could transmit N —log2N —1/ln2 bits of

intelligible human dialogue, rather than logzN —1/ln2
boring bits of quantum priming data. This example illus-

trates the importance of prior information when consid-

ering state measurement and inference. Only when the

overall system has been fully calibrated does it become a
useful communication device. Unlike in classical physics,

this must entail a quantum cost, due to the fundamental

theorem here established.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In summary, we have applied the Bayesian methodol-

ogy for state inversion, and Shannon's information theory

to set the fundamental limits upon the determination of

quantum states for arbitrary measurements on a finite-

dirnensional system.

The key result was the theorem proven in Sec. IV,
which is the state-measurement analog of Holevo's theo-
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rem [98]. Since it reduces the general problem of finding

bounds to an analysis of the Nth powers of a one-trial

correlation, this result greatly simplifies analysis of op-
timality questions. In spite of the sophistication of the
methods required to prove this, we stress the extreme
intuitive simplicity of this result. The limit follows in

a straightforward way &om the "most peaked" possible
posterior distribution. This, in turn, is geometrically

fixed, as to its functional form, by the celebrated the-

orem of Gleason [18], and our own. To stress the im-

portance of symmetry considerations, we used the basic
classification of time-reversal invariance. This illustrates
how a suboptimal information gain arises when we can
neither prepare nor analyze the full manifold of quantum

sup erpositions.
Since the field of state measurement and its statistical

analysis remains in its infancy it may be useful to peek
forward to its future. First, it is desirable to analyze

more fully the case of impure input states [30], due to
a poor preparation, or the presence of thermal noise in

the signal path. Secondly, one wants to know how these
restrictions affect the empirical assignment of a scattering
matrix. The main reason to be interested in these two

theoretical problems lies with quantum communication

and computation.
In both areas the quantum engineer needs "probe

tools" with which to construct, analyze, and later cal-

librate modular quantum devices that efFect particular
state preparations, measurements, or unitary transfor-

mations. Such devices would form the basis for the con-

struction and testing of quantum logic gates [99] in a
quantum parallel computer [100] that implements the

quantum logic of Birkhoff and von Neumann [101].
A second reason to pursue this possibility concerns the

direct study of quantum dynamics at the quantum noise-

limited level. Once we have seen how to overcome the

quantum noise limitations to state measurement there is

no obstacle, at least in principle, to the empirical study
of quantum dynamical maps in simple systems. One

would simply pass many copies of various probe states

~Q; ), or p;„, through a device that applies an unknown

unitary or nonunitary transformation and then measure

the outgoing states ~g«t), or j~„t, see Fig. 5. From the
accumulated data we seek to assign an empirical scat-
tering superoperator 8, generally a completely positive

map [102] which can be compared with theoretical cal-

culations [103]; or perhaps imprinted, with trademark,
upon its epoxy casing.

The given example of a practically realizable two-state
inference system demonstrates the feasibility of build-

ing devices that will perform the required state measure-

ments at, or near, the quantum limit. Further, it shows

how the familiar classical ~N gain in accuracy applies to
multiple measurements performed upon N members of a
quantum ensemble.

To close, we may return now to (1) and observe that
the multiple measurement strategy allows both (A) and

(B) to be precisely determined, since the empirically
accumulated averages must converge in probability to
their predicted theoretical values. The importance of the
Heisenberg uncertainty principle lies primarily in the pro-

4

p -Op: — s -o- A

FIG. 5. The empirical assignment of evolution operators

requires precalibrated preparation and analysis units. Nor-

man now selects a superoperator, 8. Noeline attempts to de-

termine this by sending a stream of known states p;„ through

the scattering region (perhaps an optical fiber in an opti-

cal communication link). On the other side she measures

p „~, and attempts to assign 8 consistent with the data, i.e.,
po„q

——8[p;„]. In general, the problem requires many difFerent

p;„ to be sent, and will have similar statistical limitations. It
demands the technology of state measurement.

hibition it makes upon an exact determination of both,
for a single system This is. very important in the con-

text of Bell inequalities [104]. As shown by Wootters and

Zurek [105], if it were not so, then correlated singlet pho-

tons would permit superluminal communication [28,106].
Fortunately, the quantum prohibits this, but allows, nev-

ertheless, that we make precise measurements, provided

only that a large supply of identically prepared quantum

systems is available.
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APPENDIX: TWO-STATE MAXIMUM
LIKELIHOOD ANALYSIS

Elsewhere, I have presented a purely Bayesian analysis

[19],here I obtain the same result obtained using Fisher's

method of maximum likelihood analysis [107,69,108], as

applied by Braunstein et al. [49], and Lane et al. [50]
to the problem of optimal quantum phase measurement.

One begins with the N-trial likelihood for an m-basis

instrument used n times,

n

n(1+ X,)/2

n(1+X . )/2

(I ~ r) ( )/

)
(AI)
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where Xs = 2k'/n. —1, with ks the number of "up" counts

on the basis +a~.
In the method of Fisher [107],a data reduction is made

to estimate r, and one replaces the above by the corre-

sponding distribution of estimators.

Specifically, we recognize that as n m oo the above

distribution becomes strongly peaked near, but not nec-

essarily on, the true value. From the data X we obtain

an estimate s(X), defined as the argument r which max-

imizes the likelihood pN(Xlr). A statistical argument is

then invoked to compute the distribution p~(sir), with

the observed data eliminated.
The result is Fisher's theorem [107,108,109], which

states that the distribution of maximium likelihood esti-

mators is asymptotically normal, here according to

Using the exact binomial moment [110]

) (X, —a, . r)(X, —a,- r)p~(Xlr)

= —"
t1

—(a, r)', (A5)
n

we obtain the required result

F p(r) = X)
1

(A6)

F
2+~ aj~aj p
~- [1 —(a, r)'] [1 —(a, r)']

x ((X, —a, r)(X, —a, r))g.

1
p(s~~r) A exp

(
——(r —

SI F y(s)(r —s)g), (A2)

where JV is a normalization, and summation over re-

peated Cartesian indices a. g [1,3] is implicit. The Fisher
information matrix corresponding to (Al) reads

F p(r) = ).p&(Xlr)[0 lnp~(Xlr)][clp lnp~(Xlr)]

(A3)

which is an asymptotic result, so that we must require

that n be large. Since

cl in@~(Xlr) =
pN &cx

m

we have

which is just (76) on specializing to unit vectors a; and r.
Here the given normalization is fixed by integration over

the plane tangent to the sphere at s, keeping the factor

I/4~.
In the quantum context the useful feature of Bayesian

methods lies in their applicability to small data sets.

This is outside the domain of the central limit theorem„

so that most mathematical statisticians would insist that

more data be gathered, and they pay this case little atten-

tion. In quantum mechanics, and quantum technology,

it is just this case that we want to know more about (i.e..
where quantum noise dominates).

The useful feature of the asymptotic connection be-

tween maximum likelihood analysis and uniform prior

Hayes methods [88] is that we may expect general agree-

Iaent between optimizations performed using the Fisher

criterion, see, e.g. , Refs. [49,50], and the method here de-

scribed. To further this comparison one would like to ex-

tend maximum likelihood performance analysis to smal1

data sets. Recently, Braunstein [111] has broached the

problem via a careful study of the preasympkotic conver-

gence to Fisher's asymptotic result [107]using corrections

to the central limit theorem.
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